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SIMPLE NEURAL MODEL FOR APPROXIMATE LOCALIZATION OF 
MOBILE STOCHASTIC EM SOURCES WITH VARIABLE SIGNAL 
LEVEL AND LINEAR TRAJECTORY IN THE AZIMUTHAL PLANE

ADVANCED COMPUTING AND CLOUD COMPUTING

Abstract: 
In this paper, a simple neural model is presented for approximate determina-
tion of the angular position of stochastic radiation sources that move along 
the linear trajectory at azimuthal plane and whose incoming signal level 
fluctuates with the change of their position. The neural model is based on a 
multilayer perceptron network (MLP). In order to perform the localization 
of stochastic sources, the signals of these sources are sampled with a linear 
uniform antenna array, and then based on the output of the antenna sensor, 
spatial correlation matrix is formed, and at the end, the values of this matrix 
are input to the MLP network determining the angular positions of the source. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Either deterministic or stochastic radiation presence in the sources 
of electromagnetic interference (EMI), can degrade the performance of 
today’s wireless communication systems, gravely [1-3]. Th e negative 
impact can be muffl  ed by a spatial signal fi ltering using adaptive an-
tenna arrays [1]. Adaptive beamforming of such antenna arrays is usually 
based on the Direction of Arrival (DoA) estimation techniques com-
monly based on the super-resolution algorithms such as MUSIC and its 
modifi cations [1,4]. Implementing  these algorithms may be faced with 
hardware constraints of diff erent types so they may not be applicable for 
real-time applications. Th erefore, the usage of artifi cial neural networks 
(ANNs) in the DoA estimation process was proposed in [5-7] as a good 
real-time alternative.

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks were used by the au-
thors of this paper for the realization of a neural model for 2D DoA 
estimation of deterministic [8] and 1D DoA estimation of stochastic 
sources of electromagnetic (EM) radiation [9,10]. For stochastic EMI, 
either uncorrelated [9] or partially correlated sources [10] were taken 
into consideration. It was presented that in both stochastic cases, it is 
suffi  cient enough to take just the values of the fi rst row of spatial correla-
tion matrix obtained by an antenna array sampling, for the training of a 
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neural model that provides 1D DoA estimation with an 
accuracy close to super-resolution algorithms but with 
much faster run-time.

In all previous cases [9-10], it was assumed the sto-
chastic EM sources are with constant radiation power 
during their movement. In [11] we consider for the fi rst 
time, the more general scenario in which movable sto-
chastic EM sources are with fl uctuated incoming signal 
level (ISL). Cascade two-stage neural model is proposed 
to effi  ciently perform 1D localization of such mobile 
stochastic EM sources in ideal conditions, when noise 
is not present.

Th is paper presents an alternative neural network so-
lution for the same problem of spatial localization con-
sidered in [11]. Unlike [11] where a complex two-stage 
neural model is used, a simpler MLP model is used to 
solve the problem, which is less accurate than the model 
in [11], but it therefore has a simpler architecture and is 
easier to train and implement. Th e model proposed in 
this paper is suitable for use in conditions where high 
precision is not required in determining the spatial posi-
tion of stochastic sources, and when noise is collected by 
antenna series is very small so it can be ignored.

2. STOCHASTIC SOURCE RADIATION MODEL

Our Initial assumption in research presented in this, 
as in our previous papers [9-10], is that a stochastic EM 
source in the far-fi eld can be represented by a short di-
pole, fed by stochastic current. Sources are moving in 
the azimuth plane along the straight 1D path and the 
orientation of each dipole representing that one source 
can change during the movement, allowing us to simu-
late the fl uctuation of stochastic source radiation power 
in time. Equal level of correlation between the stochas-
tic EM sources is expressed through the correlation be-
tween fed currents of dipoles as [2,3]:
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Where is I = [I1, I2, …, IS]
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dipoles and S is the number of stochastic EM sources. 
Using the Green function in free space we get:
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Fig 1. Angular position of mobile stochastic EM sources with fl uctuating radiation with respect to the sensors of antenna 
array performing the sampling of the received signals and architecture of MLP_DoA neural model
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Th e electric fi eld in a specifi c sampling point A in the 
far-fi eld, can be calculated as:

IM )A(
111

)A( ),,,,,,,,,,,( =SsSsSs rrrE  ϕϕϕθθθ  (3)

In the Eq. (2), Fs(θ,ϕ ) is the radiation pattern of the 
s-th stochastic EM source, rs is distance between the 
s-th stochastic EM source and the sampling point. z0 
is the impedance of free space, k is the phase constant 
(k=2π/λ), while θ and ϕ  are angles used to describe the 
angular position of stochastic EM source relative to the 
particular sampling point in the far-fi eld.

Spatial correlation matrix in the far fi eld is acquired 
by sampling the signals using a uniform linear anten-
na array with M sensors (Fig. 1, the shown scenario of 
movement and DoA estimation of two stochastic sourc-
es). Axis of the antenna array is parallel to the direction 
of movement of stochastic EM sources, while the sensor 
positions are described by points A1, A2, ..., AM. Sensors 
are at equal mutual distance yd.

Combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), the correlation ma-
trix in the far fi eld is expressed as:
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As it was initially assumed, EM sources are moving 
only in azimuth plane, angle ϕ  is equals zero for any po-
sition of the stochastic EM source and the matrix cI, is a 
unit matrix due to uncorrelated sources. Th erefore, the 
azimuth angular position and the distance of s-th stochas-
tic EM source relative to m-th antenna array sensor is [11]:
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Angle θs represents the azimuth angular position of 
s-th source relative to the antenna array and it can be 
determined as an angle position in relation to the fi rst 
sensor of the antenna array when θs = θs

(1). Using Eqs. 
(2), (4) and (5) for the given angular position of the ra-
diation source we may determine the mapping function 
M, and aft er that also the elements of the correlation 
matrix using the Eq. (4). Fig.1 illustrates movement of 
the two stochastic EM sources (S = 2) with variable ra-
diated power. For development of the neural model, we 
used the correlation matrix, normalized with the fi rst 
matrix element:
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In this scenario, the changes in radiation power of 
s-th stochastic source are modeled through a variable 
relative ratio of radiation pattern functions:
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3. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

A neural model based on a single MLP network 
along with its architecture and connection to the an-
tenna array is shown in Figure 1. As shown in [8,9,11], 
it is suffi  cient to consider only the elements of the fi rst 
row of the correlation matrix CE for the training of the 
MLP model, performing 1D DoA estimation of uncor-
related radiation sources whose ISL is fl uctuated during 
the movement. Accordingly, the fundamental task of the 
MLP_DoA model is to map the fi rst row of the correla-
tion matrix { }MjiC MijE ,,1,1,][)( 1 ∈== ×Cx , sampled under 
the condition of variable radiation power of stochastic 
sources during their movement, to the azimuth position 
of stochastic sources:

1 2 _[ ] ( ( ))T
MLP DoA Efθ θ = x C      (8)

MLP networks used in the MLP_DoA neural model 
is described by the following function:

HlF llll ,,2,1)( 1 =+= − bywy     (9)

where yl-1 vector represents the output of (l-1)-th hidden 
layer, wl is a connection weight matrix among (l-1)-th 
and l-th hidden layer neurons, bl is a vector containing 
biases of l-th hidden layer neurons and H is number of 
hidden layers. F is the activation function of neurons 
in hidden layers and in this scenario it is a hyperbolic 
tangent sigmoid transfer function F(u) = (eu-e-u)/(eu-e-u). 
Real and imaginary parts of correlation matrix elements 
are individually brought at the input point of the net-
work. Th erefore, the input layer of MLP network is in the 
form of: { } { } MEE 210 ])(Im)([Re ×= CxCxy , while output of 
the MLP_DoA network model is: HH

T yw 121 ][ +=θθ .
In these notations wH+1 connects in weight matrix 

between neurons of the last hidden layer and neurons 
in the output layer. During the training of the neural 
network, weight matrices w1, w2,…, wH, wH+1 and bi-
ases values are optimized to get the desired mapping 
accuracy. Th e general notation used to describe the 
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MLP neural model in the fi rst or second model stage is: 
MLPH-N1-…-Ni-…-NH where H is the total number of 
hidden MLP network layers, and Ni is the total number 
of neurons in the i-th hidden layer. 

4. MODELING RESULTS

A MLP neural model, whose architecture is shown 
in the Fig. 1, is used to determine the angular position 
in the azimuth plane of two uncorrelated stochastic EM 
sources with fl uctuated ISL. Sources are moving along 
a straight line trajectory that is outlying from the sam-
pling place at r0 = 1000 m. Parameter p, gives informa-
tion about the change of diff erence between signal level 
of two sources, varies in the range 0 dB 10 dBp≤ ≤ . 
Th e signal is sampled by the antenna array consisting 
of, M=4 sensor elements at the frequency of f = 28 GHz. 
Th e distance between the neighboring antenna sensors 
is yd =0.5l. Implementation, training and testing of neu-
ral models were conducted in MATLAB soft ware envi-
ronment. Method used for training is Quasi-Newton, 
with the prescribed accuracy of 10-4.

Based on relations presented in Eqs (2), (4) and (7), 
an inverse mapping is established here:

( )pf tt
DoA

t
E ,, 11

1 θθ−=C     (10)

Table 1. Testing results for six MLP_DoA neural networks 
with the best test statistics

MLP network WCE 
[%]

ATE 
[%] rPPM

MLP_DoA_2-23-23 10.23 0.95 0.9984

MLP_DoA_4-22-20 9.97 0.97 0.9983

MLP_DoA_4-22-22 10.87 0.98 0.9982

MLP_DoA_4-18-18 10.68 1.02 0.9982

MLP_DoA_4-18-16 11.01 1.06 0.9980

MLP_DoA_4-18-14 10.45 1.12 0.9977

By using this mapping, the training and testing sets 
for MLP networks are generated and they are in the 
form {(xt(Ct

E(θ t
1, θ t

2, p
t)), θ t

1, θ t
2)}. Th ereby the fol-

lowing distribution of samples is used [11]
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where values used to generate training and testing sets 
are θ t

step = 1, pt
step = 1 and θ t

step = 1.3, pt
step = 1.3 respec-

tively. 20130 training samples and 8648 testing samples 
were generated by using Eqs. (10) and (11). For the 
development of the model, networks with two hidden 
layers were used. Accordingly, using the training set, 
training of a number of MLP2-N1-N2 networks with 
variable number of N1 and N2 neurons in hidden layers 
was carried out. Aft er testing all trained grids, the selec-
tion of the appropriate grids had the best test character-
istics. Testing results for six MLP_DoA neural networks 
with the best test statistics are shown in Table 1. Testing 
metrics is WCE - worst case error, ACE - average test 
error and correlation coeffi  cient rPPM [6]

For modeling, the MLP_DoA_2-23-23 network was 
selected to show the best test characteristics. Scatter-
ing diagram of the MLP_DoA model realized by using 
MLP_DoA_2-23-23 networks is shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

b)

Fig 2. Scattering diagram of MLP_DoA_2-23-23 model 
on test set: (a) θ 1 output and (b) θ 2 output 
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5. CONCLUSION

Th e proposed neural model can be a good alternative 
to other neural models that deal with 1D DoA estima-
tion and spatial localization of stochastic EM sources 
in the azimuthal plane that have a source of fl uctuat-
ing radiation in the case when the priority is not the 
high accuracy of the model but its training speed and 
simple implementation. Th e model avoids complex 
mathematical calculations that are present in classical 
superresolution algorithms and hence has a very high 
simulation rate. Th e model is only applicable when the 
noise collected by the antenna array is very minor and 
can be ignored.
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